Study objective-The aim was to investigate the reported association between air pollution and cause specific mortaity in the city of Athens.
variance for randomised blocks.
Setting-The study was confined to the city of Athens, using data obtained between 1975 and 1982 .
Participants-Cause of death was assessed in all 25 138 persons dying in the 3*199 d studied.
Measurements and main results-Causes of death were evaluated blindly by two medically qualified investigators on the basis of information in the death certificates. Mortality was generally higher during the high pollution days but the difference was more pronounced and more significant for respiratory conditions, even though the number of deaths in this category was smaller than the corresponding numbers in the other two categories examined (cardiac and "other" deaths).
Conclusion-The results show that the short term association between air pollution and overall mortality in Athens is likely to be causal, since it is particularly evident with respect to respiratory conditions, for which a biological air pollution link is more plausible.
The lethal short term effects of high levels of air pollution have been documented more than 30 from five monitoring stations, > 150 jg/mi3, ie, on or above the level of the estimated threshold for the study period),5 and "comparison days" were days (n = 398) with low pollution levels (SO2 < 150 ig/M3) individually matched to the index days for all the previously established confounding factors.5 More specifically, each index day was matched with two comparison days using the following criteria: (1) index and comparison days should not differ in 24 h mean temperature by more than 4'C; (2) index and comparison days should belong to the same, the previous or the following calendar year; (3) index and comparison days should belong to the same season of the year and not differ by more than 20 d; (4) comparison days should be the same week days as the corresponding index day; (5) 
There were also more deaths from both cardiac and other causes on index days, but these excesses are smaller (as shown by the differences in expected and observed percentages on index days) although still statistically significant for "other" causes. Table IV shows the number of deaths which occurred on index and comparison days by immediate (proximate) cause of death. Deaths from respiratory causes show a similar excess to that observed when underlying causes were analysed. Deaths from other causes also show an excess, which again is proportionally smaller but still statistically significant. In Tables V and VI  the 
showed a similar pattern, but the number of deaths was too small to allow statistical substantiation.
Discussion
Public health measures have led to the reduction of air pollution levels, at least in countries where the problem has been acute for 20-30 years.9
However, in the last 10 years, there has been growing concern about the short term health effects of lower levels of air pollution ( The study reported here is a contribution towards the identification and measurement of the short term effects of moderate levels of air pollution on mortality. The short term effects of air pollution on mortality from respiratory and other diseases are investigated using an "extreme points" contrast in order to maximise the inherent power of the design.'5 16 In addition, the comparative evaluation of the effects of air (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) , only SO2 and smoke levels were systematically measured, but it is highly likely that photochemical pollution was already considerable. In the present study, SO2 was used to define high and low pollution days because the respective measurements were available throughout the study period in all five stations of the air pollution monitoring network and its distribution throughout the covered area was more uniform compared to that of smoke.5 36 Nevertheless SO2 and smoke were highly correlated (r=0 73) and correlations between other pollutants and SO2 were also likely to be strong, making the latter an acceptable overall air pollution indicator. It follows therefore that SO2 is only an "index" of air pollution, and the specific "threshold" used here to define high pollution days may not have the same meaning in a different context, ie, in a different area or tine period.
-The possibility of residual confounding and hidden biases can never be excluded in observational studies. It is therefore conceivable that the previously reported association between daily SO2 and total daily mortality5 37 was not causal, even though great care was taken to control seasonal, weekly, and monthly variations as well as possible confounding relationships with extreme temperatures, humidity, and other meteorological factors. In the present study, the air pollution association with respiratory causes is specifically strong, making causality a more plausible interpretation of the results.
In conclusion, air pollution in Athens during the study period appears to have definite short term effects on the mortality of the residents of the city. The association is not very strong but the results of the present study clearly indicate that it is causal since it is particularly evident with respect to respiratory conditions, thus satisfying the specificity criterion of causality.38
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